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By W.
SOME DAY THIS WAR WILL END,
and the nations will face an economic readjustment as gigantic in its scope as
was the change brought about by the
~ar itself. The impact of the war forced
upon hundreds of millions of human beings drastic changes in their way of living. Peacetime vocations were suspended
for many and severely restricted for all.
Orderly routines which · had been followed for years were su4denly disrupted.
Clerks and merchants, farmers and professional men became soldiers, sailors,
· airmen and marines. Women left the
c;Irawing-room and the kitchen to don uniforms and take their . places side by side
with their brothers in the armed forces
Qr to weld steel or operate drills in wai"
plants. Civilian activities were placed · on
a new and restricted basis, operating as
best they could with such material and
labor as were left over from the requirements of the war machine.

*

*

*

ALL OF THIS REQ RES PLAN·
ning, planning on a broad, comprehensive
scale, that the entire situation may be
covered in such a way that all its parts
will be properly integrated, and planning
in detail so that no time will be lost in
putting the forces of reconstruction into
action. Such planning will require the
ser~ices of great national ~nd international bodies, and it will require the intensive study and earnest effort . of state,
city, village and township bodies.

*

*

*

IN OUR OWN COUNTRY, AS PROB·
ably in most others, the national government must assume responsibility for a
large share of the general recovery work.
There will be a place for large construction enterprises which will take up the
slack of employment in the transition .period. And while it is true that whatever
money the federal government distributes
to states and their subdivisions must come
ultimately out of the pockets of the people in . taxes, it is also true that because
of its large taxing powers and other factors the federal government is in a better position than any other to lend material aid in local works of reconstruction
in emergency conditions. There will be
need for that aid, and preparation must
be made for it...
)

IMMEDIATELY AFTER PEACE IS
proclaimed the work of demobilization
will set in. It will not be sudden or complete, for fleets and armies will still be
retained in service in faraway places to
· maintain order and supervise the transfer back from military to civilian ways of
* * *
ife. But the process. will begin at once,
IF T'HE GREAT WORK OF REBUILD·
and in it will be involved problems such ing is to be orderly and effective every
· as the world has never before had to face community, down to the smallest, must
on any such scale.
play its part in it. Some of our men released
from the arduous duties of war
* * *
STARVING POPULATIONS MUST BE will seek to establish themselves in the
fed, and as quickly as possible they must fields with which they have become fam·
be helped ·to a position in which they will iliar in these recent years, but with milbe able to provide for themselves, for lions of others their first thought will be
there can be no peace or order where mil- of home, the home from which they were
lions are clamoring for food and where drawn and to which they wish to return. ·
able bodied men lack both ~mployment They must not be permitted to return to
and prospects. This will create new prob- homes whose doors are closed to them,
1';?ms everywhere, for persecuted and des- to wait with idle hands for tasks which
titute peoples to gather together what re- they are eager,· to perform. And here
main of their material resources and to · comes the responsibility of every local
draw upon their spiritual resources so community to so organize its affairs that
that they may lay the foundation of new when its sons return· from the wars ther~
and better life for themselves, and for will b.e work ready ,for them to perform,
those more fortunate, who have not been so that they may again take their right·
bled white, not only to rebuild for them- ful places in the life which ~hey· love ·arnl
selves, but to aid as they can those whose. from which they have been temporar~
need is greater than their own.
· removed.

1

THE QUARTERLY MAGAZINE OF
~1e Minnesota Historical society · contains
.m article reminiscent of the Leech Lake
Indian uprising by Pauline Wold. Ac·
tually the article contains little about the
uprising itself or its causes, but is devoted to the author's recollection of personal experiences at the outset of the
disturbance and during its progress. At
no time was she close to the affray, but
she heard about it from others,. and she
" assisted in the care of the wounded who
were brought to the hospital at Brainerd.

*

*

*

MISS WOLD CAME TO -T HE LEECH
.ake district in 1893 as a young phy·
;ician, and it was while she was living
there that the Indian disturbance occurred. Like most such affairs it was the
result of many causes. Indians had been
diss~tisfied with the treatment that they
had received at the hands of the gov·
ernment in the fixing of boundaries of
their lands and in the payments that
they received for those lands. Rascally
traders who were in no way connected
with the government had defrauded them
right and left, and the government had
to bear the odium of those · transactions.
Sale of liquqr to Indians was prohibited,
but there were plenty of bootleggers who
would sell and take their chances, and
to the Indian full of firewater his grievances assumed large proportions. An old
Indian known as "Bug" because that was
the first syllable of his name had been
taken to Duluth as a witness in a government case and on his return in bitter
cold weather he had been badly frozen.
Bug was angry at the government and
at all whites, and at every opportunity
p.e tried to inflame the young bucks
against the whites.

rebelllon. Among other things he gather•
ed a quantity of snells from the vicinity
where they- had been discharged and had
them fastened together In the form of a
· necklace which he wore as a souvenir
of his exploit.
'

*

*

*

THE. AFF AiR HAD ITS AMUSING
side in the , seriousness with which several Twin City newspaper reporters assumed the functions of war correspondents. Equipping themselves with all the
paraphernalia which they understood a
war correspondent ought to have, they
accompanied the troops to the scene of
operations and- then sent lurid di patches
from the "front" Some·· of their dispatch•
es were imaginative masterpieces. A company of about 85 soldiers had gone into
the woods to round up a handful of cflsorderly and temporariJy dangerous J:n.
dians, but the affair was magnified al•
most into the proportions of a world war.
There were stories of desperate encount•
ers and hairbreadth escapes, with learn~d dissertations on st,rategy and tactics.
I wonder where are the boys who wrote
those stories. Perhaps some qf them
lived to serve in real wars, and to grin
rather shamefully at the maner in which
they had let themselves go in the L~
Lake uprising.

*

*

*

THE WAR CORRESPONDENT HAS
a different job from that of his prede·
cessor of half a century ago. Radio and
the field telephone keep him in touch
with headquarters most of the time. Mechanization has made for swift movement
of troops, and as a rule the correspond..
.ent in the field travels by jeep or tractor
or plane instead of on horseback. It is
* * *
rather interesUng that Winston Church·
THESE AND OTHER CAUSES IN ill, head of the government of one of
combination resulted in grumbling · and the great nations engaged in this war,
muttering, in the holdi·ng of secret meet was once a war correspondent, · and had
ings, and then in several of· the Indians ~xperiences as thrilling as any described
taking to the war-path. Troops were hur ~n any of the thriller, written about war.
riedly sent from Fort Snelling to quell
*
~he disturbance, a~d in !he subseq~en!
ANOTHER FAMOUS w AR CORRE·
~xcha1:1ge of shots six sold~ers were k1lle(
pondent was Archibald Forbes, who was
~~d eight or 10 were wounded. The aj
nade famous by his sensational ride
rai~ lasted . only a short time, f~; th~
~rom the front through enemy-infested
Indians qmckly abandoned the war. country ·to the nearest telegraph station
Old Bu.g escap:cl and was at large for Forbes was a capable correspondent, but
some time. Ult1ma!ely he wa~ re~eased, he was a surly illmannered fellow who
'ind he took considerable pride m the
.
. '
.
,art that h h d 1 d . th
. . t
on hl's subsequent leoture tours did not
e a P aye m e mmia ure · hesitate to adopt an insulting manner to•.
ward members of local committees under
whose auspices he was appearing. Fortunately, there is no law. that prohibits
a capable war correspondent from being
a gentleman, and most of them are gentlemen.

* *

I

By W. P. Davies
:ALLIED INVASION OF SICILY NAturall prompt~ a general brushing up
in geography and history. There will
be watched with interest, among other
things, that narrow channel, the strait
of Messina, which separates Sicily from
the Italian mainland, and there will be
speculation whether it will be across that
channel that invasion of Italy proper
will be undertaken, or whether the attack will be launched against some. point
farther south. Hitler, like the rest of
·us would like to know.

*

*

*

THERE IS RECALLED, TOO, THE
time less than three-quarters of a century ago, when Italy, like Germany, consisted of several independent states, and
among those states there was continual fricti:on, friction which has not yet
completely subsided. Italy, as now constituted, was one of the by-products of
the Franco-Prussian war, and it was also
out of that war that the German empire emerged. Press dispatches tell us
that the Sicilians have not reconciled
themselves to being part of a united
Italy41

*

*

*

THE SICILIANS HAVE BEEN
known as a turbulent people, and it was
among them that . several societies were
organized which spread t~rror amo.ng
peace-loving people, and some of which
made trouble for the United States government because of their activities
among immigrants who had arrived in
this country from Sicily. Among these
were the Mafia and the Black Hand, ooth
· of which operated secretly and which
were charged with responsibility for numerous murders and other outrages.

* * *

NEW YORK CITY HAS A LARGE
Italian .p opulation, a considerable proportion of which is Sicilian. The Sicilia.n
immigrants tended to congregate m
colonies of thei·r own, and there are sections of New York where the population
is almost exclusively Sicilian. Eighteen
or 20 years ago that group was subjected to· a scare which originated in a
peculiar manner. A New York confectioner, desiring to give an ,air of nov;ItY
to some of his wares, stamped httle
licorice confections in the form of a human hand. The delicacies at once became popular with the children, who
sucked them on the streets, took them
to school and carried them home. Then
someone whispered in tones of terror,
"Black Hand!" Those pieces of licorice
were black and had the form of a hand.

Clearly the terrorist society was at work
and the candies were meant as threats.
Quickly the rumor spread and all American Si-cily was in a uproar. Doors
that. had always been open were closed;
streets were deserted at night except
when several persons walked together
for safety. Every unusual incident was
interpreted as evidence that the Black
Hand was prerating a series of mass
murders. Parents would not permit
their children on the streets for fear the
Black Hand would get them and schools
in the districts were closed for some
time. Not until it was established that
the scare was due to the innocent de·
vice of a candy-maker did the excitement subside.

* *

*N OF STAFFORD
THE TO 'W
Springs, Connecticut, did a thorough job
of celebrating the Fourth. The celebration began- on Monday, and lasted for the
entire week. This was not intended
strictly as a Fourth of July celebration,
but was the occasion of a week's vacation with pay for practically the entire
working population of the town. . Staf..
ford Springs has ei-ght textile mills, all
working on government contracts . for
army uniforms and waterproof coverings for parachutes and airplane fuseIages. Contracts of the workers with
their employers call for a week's vacation with pay. Heretofore vacations in
the different' factories have been staggered, .· but this year employers and e .·
ployed together decided on a genera.
vacation and a mass celebra~ion. The
week was given over to a mard1 gras fes. Uval, with block dancing, ·. sports and
other entertainment, with bond selling an
important feature. This was t~e first
time since the first woollen _mill was
started in Stafford Springs in 1719 that
Stafford Springs practically closed up
shop.

•
By W . P• Dav1es
WHEN

THE

FRAMERS

OF, THE

constitution included in that , document
provision for the creation of a supreme
court they tried to insure the freedom
, Df the court from all extraneous influences which mi~ht be likely to influence its decision. Congress was to be
the. law-ma~ing body, cha!ged with the
.tlqty of putting into statutory form the
broad policies deemed essential to the
welfare of the nation. The executive department was made responsible for the
;faithful carrying out of the will of the
people as expressed in those acts of congre$s. To the supreme court was assigned the duty of interpreting the constitution and determining whether or not
any given act came within the provisions
~:f that document.

*

*

*

IN ORDER THAT THE DECISIONS

I

great ability and had · unlimited confi..
dence in his high character, he became J
the candidate of a political party for
president of the United States. That
step was viewed with regret by many
who had the highest regard for Justice
Hughes, but who saw with regret the
possibility that political ambition might
invade the sacred . precincts of the · court.
* * *
l

FROM TIME TO TIME THERE HAVE .

been suggestions that one or another of.
the ,justices might · accept a political nomination. Just now Republican. leaders
are seeking a candidate to . head their
ticket in the approa~hing presidential
campaign, and frequent mention has
been made of Justice Roberts as a possible candidate. The attit;ude of Justice
Roberts has not been disclosed, but the
fact that his selection is quite seriously
considered by influential members of the
party cannot fail to have some influence, j
if not on the : attitude of supreme court !t
justices toward political questions, at
least on the public conception' 'Of what
that attitude may be.

of the court might be based on considerations of law, and nothing else, it was
intended to remove the members· as far
as possible from the influence of fa.
voritism, personal ambition, pecuniary
*
advantage and political partisanship. SuAFTER A FEW . MONTHS SERVICE
preme court justices were to be appoint". on the supreme bench, Justice Byrnes
ed for life, the obvious intent being that, resigned to become assistant to the presihaving once accepted appointment, they dent in handling some ·of the important
should devote the remainder of their administrative . work of the government.
lives to the duties of the court. To sur- Former Justic~ Byrnes is an able man,
round them with a sense of economic exceedingly popular with those who
security it was provided that their com- were associated with him ,for years in
pensation should not be diminisl;l~d dur- congress. But the fact that a justice was
ing their service. The clear purpo~e of taken from the supreme · bench to perthese prov1s10ns was that the court · form administrative work is not consisshould be a purely judicial body, able· ·tent with the theory of the complete deto give its entire attention to . the judi· tachment of the court from other than
cial determination of cases brought be- judicial duties.
fore it.
*

*

,re

*

*

*

•

!

* *

IT IS TO BE HOPED THAT BEFORE

IN THE MAIN THOSE :PURPOSE.S long there will be a return to the con-

have been carried out. Most supreme
court justices have served until death
removed them or age and infirmity compelled their retirement. They have not
engaged in private practice or in com- ·
mercial enterprises. Seldom have they
participated in political campaigns. But
.occasionally there have been departures
from the general rule.

*

*

*

IN 1916 JUSTICE HUGHES STEPPED

down from the court into the political
arena. Yielding to the urgent solicitations of mani :who admired him for his

ceptio:q of the .supreme court entertain.
ed by the .framers of the. constitution.
To insure that~ it is essential in the first
place that justices be selected with the
utmost care, not for their political par·
tisanship, -and not for ·their leaning toward this or t_h at ism, but for high character and demonstrated ability to hold
the scales of justice with an even hand.
And there should be revived the concep- 1
tion of the court as a permanent institution whose members have ·soberly and
earnestly accepted its duties and responsibilities as theirs for life.

j

By W. P. Davies

gasoline, but alcohol is costly and experiments with its use have not been al• SEVERE SHORTAGE OF GnSOLINE together satisfactory. Hence alcohol has
m the Eastern states, and shortage less n~t been used on a large scale as a subseve~e in the Midwest is due chiefly to stitute fuel.
the madequacy of transportation systems
to meet t1\e extraordinary demands cre*
IN SOME COUNTRIES,
COMPRESSated by the war. Shipping once used on a
ed
gas
has
been
used
as
motor
fuel on a
large scale for transportation of oil from
fairly
large
scale,
but
the
preference
has
Southern and Southwestern wells to the
been
for
the
use
of
gas
generated
in
Ea~t is required for ove·r seas shipments,
and the presence of enemy submarines transit from wood ·or charcoal. Since the
on Atlantic and Gulf waters has created beginning of the war the use of this fuel
new hazards for shipment over the ordin- has been general in Australia. The car
ar! routes. Railroads are crowded with is equipped with a retort which is filled
s_h1p~ents of other kinds, and the pipe with charcoal and this is heated by a
lmes m service have been able to supply charcoal. fire and the resultant ·gas fuels .
the engme. Moderate speed is made on
only a small part of the requirements.
level ground, but the action of the gas is
* * *
somewhat sluggish, and for hill climbBUILDING OF NEW PIPE LINES ing a small quantity of gasoline is injectwill materially increase the flow and we ed. One charge of charcoal is sufficient
of the Midwest will be confronted with for about 30 miles, and then the supply
the unusual situation that with the en- must be renewed.
largement of transportation facilities the
*
*
supply of gasoline available for this terLONG BEFORE THE WAR WOODritory is likely to be diminished. Heretofore we have been fortunate as compar- and char~oal-burners were fa quite gen•
ed with inhabitants of the Eastern er~l use m some of the European counstates. The gas coupon which permitted tries because of the relative scarcity and
the North Dakotan to buy four gallons high price of gasoline. Many such cars
of gasoline has been good in New York or were operated in Germany, in Italy, and
Pennsylvania for only three gallons or to some extent in Great Britain. Where
less. The prospect is that with the pipe wood is used, it is treated in substantially
lines at full flow the easterner will get a the same manner as charcoal.
* * *
little more gas and we shall get a little
IN
THIS
COUNTRY ATrENTION
less. This is due, of course, to the fact
has
been
given
chiefly to three rivals of
that the new pipe lines will make possible
gasoline,
alcohol,
which never came into
the delivery to the Eastern states of some
popular
use,
electricity
and steam. In the
of the oil that ha,S come to this territory.
early days of the automobile there were
NOWHERE *IN THIS COUNTRY HAS many electric cars in common use, but
the gasoline shortage reached the point they were slow and heavy, and batteries
where serious attention has been given have trouble. The electric car soon beto the use of substitutes for gasoline as came an antique. Shortly before his
motor · fuel. Actually an automobile can death, Steinmetz, the great physicist and
chug along and cover considerable ter- inventor, announced the invention of an
ritory without any gasoline at all. And electric car which was to be driven by
many of them have been doing it for electricity and which he believed would be
many years. An internal combustion en- superior to any other, but nothing came
gine will operate on alcohol instead of of it.

* *

*

*

*

*

*

*

SEVERAL STEAM· DRIVEN CARS
were placed on the market, and for a time
there was keen rivalry between gasoline
and steam. The steam engine was much
simpler and more direct, had no need for
a complicated gear syste, and was more
flexible in action. But gradually steam
was dropped as a propelling agent except
for a few trucks, for which it is still used.
Most of us who drive at all use gasoline,
and like it, and in the modern engine it
gives good results.

1

By W. P.. Davies
IT SEEMS QUITE REMARKABLE
that with so many trees blown down, and
so many big branches wrenched from
trees that remained standing, in last
week's storm, so little damage was done
to buildings . . One would have expected
that with trees crashing right and left,
many of them would fall on roofs, but
I have heard of only one or two such
cases. In one or two blocks on north Fifth
street one tree after another was uprooted. Some of those trees had trunks
fully 30 inches in diameter, with great
spreading tops. One of those tops falling
on a roof would have crushed the roof
like an egg shell, but there was scarcely
any damage of that kind. The wind there
seems to have blown almost along the
line ·o f the street. A difference of just a
few points in its direction would have
wrecked a lot of houses.

*

*

*

I. WAS INTERESTED IN THE FACT
that so many of those big trees had been
uprooted. On examination I discovered
what l believe to be the reason why. It
takes a lot of wind to blow a tree out by
the roots, if the roots are sound, but
those roots .were not. Invariably the ~arge
roots of those that I .examined were rotted and all that held the tree in place
was its own great weight and the few
small roots that . extended from the tree
only a few feet. With the force of a great
wind pressing against those ·spreading
tops and the trunk too large to snap readily, the defective root system had to give
way.

*

*

*

there was no appearance of actual rotting, there was discoloration, and rot had
set in. The structure of the tree was
weakened. Probably, if the defect had
been discovered in time, . a little reinforcement might have saved it.

*

*

*

*

*

*

A SINGLE LARGE · ELM BRANCH
lay on the berm in front of my house the
morning after the storm. The trees near
by seemed not to have lost any branches,
and it took some time to find the spot ,
whench the branch had come. In the cen·
ter of one , of the trees had been a tall
branch, growing almost straight up in
the center of the foliage. The branch,
about four inches in diameter, had been
snapped off squarely, leaving about six
feet of its lower part intact and not even
slivered. Usually there is some tearing
and shattering of the wood where a
· branch is broken off, but ·not in this case.
It was found that at the point of the
break the branch had been almost completely girdled by worms or insects
which had cut through the bark and into
the wood, leaving only a small section
through which sap could circulate. Two
feet higher up there was a similar girdle
in which tiny insects, perhaps newly
hatched, were still at work.
OUTSIDE OF GRAND FORKS THE
damage to buildings caused by the storm ·
was heavy. Scores of barns were wrecked .
and buildings in several of the smaller
towns were blown down. Stephen, over
in Minnesota, seems to have been the
most severely hit of any · of the valley
towns. There a church was blown down.
One man who lives near by -reports that
he was sound asleep when the storm
struck and he didn't hear it. He did, however, hear the -church bell ring and wondered why it was ringing at that hour.
He looked out of his window to see if
there were lights in the church, but the
church wasn't there. The bell had jingled
as the building collapsed.

ANOTHER THING NOTED ELSEwhere was that some trees which had apparently been in perfect condition revealed defects which weakened them. A
sturdy elm, healthy and symmetrical, had
four large branches growing directly
from the trunk at the same point. The
three branches on the leeward side were
broken off, leaving the windward branch
* * *
ACCORDING TO ANOTHER STORY
standing. Examination revealed that
there had been a crack in the fork of the that comes from Stephen, one resident of
tree, permitting water to seep down the place had a cistern which before the
some distance into the trunk, and while storm was full of water, but which he
found empty next morning. We have
heard before of wells being drawn dry
during a tornado, something which seems
highly improbable, but there is indispu·
table evidence that such storms do many
things which ordinarily would be consid·
ered impossible.

In the fall of 1940, when the Germans
unloosed their savage assault on Britain,
· angry demands were heard in Englanc1
for retaliation. One day in the house of
commons, an M.P. asked Winston Church, ill why the RAF was confining its attacks to· military objectives instead of
bombing civilians as the Germans were
doing. Churchill smiled and replied:
" sines b
"

By W. P. Davies
THAT THERE WILL BE IMPORtant readjustments after the war is ac·
cepted everywhere without question. National boundaries will be changed, political organizations will be modified in
form and in some cases abolished. Millions of human beings who have been
forced from their homes into foreign
lands .will join in a great ti;-ek homeward
or ill take root in lands where they are
strangers. There will be profound social
an economic changes affecting the relatiorts of nation with nation all over the
WO d.

*

*

*

SUCH CHANGES, AND OTHERS OF
eqqal importance, will affect peoples in
th~mass. But there will be other changes
affecting the .lives of individuals, and as
to the nature of some of those changes
we can do little but guess. Several millio:rt of our men will be released from
mi tary duty and returned to civilian
life,. What influence will their war expe ence have on those men? They will
have spent months or years in environme t new and strange to them. Some
of -them are now serving in Africa, · in
Au~tralia, or on the islands of the Pacifie while others are at yet being trained }n American ca:qips. But for all of
them. life is something quite different
~

.

-

...

from anything that they haye yet known.
Will · they return to their former homes
and take up the work that they left and
be satisfied, or will the war have cre.ated in them the spirit of adventttre which
will prompt them to Jseek new sce.nes and
establish homes in distant countries?.

* * *

PERHAPS THE PARTIAL ANSWE~
to some such questions may be found 1n
the course followed by those · Americans
who saw active service in the first World
war. While there were exceptions the
great majority of those men returi::ed to
their .former homes, and among their for- ,
mer associates, took up civilian life
where they had left it, or as nearly so as
was possible under the
circumstances.
.

.

IT MAY BE SAID THAT MANY OF
our men · are serving under conditions
far different from those of the former
war, and that there will be influences at
work now which did not influence the
men then. - For most of our men in that i
war military service abroad was on the
Atlantic or in France or Belgium. Now
our men are saili'ng every sea- and are
serving on every continent and on a
score of distant islands. The lure of the
South sea · islands has often been painted
in glowing colors, but actual experience-i
has robbed those islands. of their enchantment for many .of our men, and the
chances are that few of the boys will
choose to remain on a tropical island and
become part of its life. Some of our men
have found Australia attractive, and a
few of them may return there, but probably not niany. The cnances are that
most of our demobilized soldiers· and
sailors will find the old home ties tugging
at their heart-strings and will follow their
guidance.

*

*

*

*

*

*

WHAT ABOUT THE WOMEN WHO
are engaged in military service, or who
have been drawn by the exigencies of
war into work in war plants, or who, for
the first time are working away from
their homes in stores, offices and places
of employment? The war service will
be over. . Factories now engaged in war
'production will resume peacetime work.
Those factories will still need a large
supply of labor, and in many of the factory operations women have been found
as efficient as inen, and in some cases
more efficient. Undoubtedly an army of
women will continue in such employment.
BUT FOR MANY WOMEN PLACES
in business and industry will not be open.
There will be homes to be established
and supervised and children to rear. 1
How attractive will be the work of the l
home after war-time experience of a to- (
tally different character? To what extent and in what direction will the home
itself be changed?' Is the war to give us
better homes, or is it to lead us onto unfamiliar and perhaps dangerous- ground?;

By W. P. Davies

October or January, so that they may ad·
just their production to the diminishing
needs of the next few months, leaving
notning of value in the litter that is to be
swept up save a few inconsequential
fragments. The war will end, when it
does end, with a crash, with the enemy
beaten back and hopeless, but still with
an immense fighting force and .with millions of tons of material. It will end with
the maximum Allied man-power under
arms and with every Allied factory pouring out death-dealing weapons at a rate
surpassing anything before reached, for
victory will be won by the side that is
able to deliver the hardest and heavie t
blows up to the last moment of the war.
And that striking power must be built up
and maintained regardless of the resultant and inevitable waste.

THERE IS GOING TO BE A LOT OF
stuff · left over ·after this war, as there
was after the other World war, and as
there. is after every war,. Some three
thousand ships, we are told, participated
in the invasion of Sicily. That is but a
f ction of the number of Allied ships
afloat and in actual service. And we are
building more ships as fast as Kaiser and
the other builders can turn them out.
When the war ends we shall have many
~hips in service which will have to be de·
commissioned, for they will not be needed There will be ships ·just finished but
ntJt yet commissioned which will be towed into some out-of-the-way water there
to lie idle awaiting some demand for
them for freighting or other peace-time
service. And there will be ships, half-built,
in a dozen shipyards on which, presum*
ACTUALLY, IT WILL NOT BE
ably, construction will be halted, with
their thousands of tons of material des- waste, except as war itself is waste, for if
the massing of power can force the enetined for the scrap pile.
my to submission the unexploded bomp
* * *
and the unused ship wlll have served
THERE . WILL BE TA:NKS,· AND their purpose. Unused, they will repre~cks, and planes, da~aged in servic~, sent a saving In human life and energy
freshly built, or half-built, some in Afn- and in material goods, elements which
ca, some in Europe, some in the Paci- would have been destroyed had the fightfic, and some at home. Some of them ing continued.
can be converted for civilian use, but
many will be merely piles of metal.
*
AT THE CLOSE OF THE FORMER
There will be thousanC,s of tons of
tons of bombs and. shells, unwanted, for war ther were left in the hands of the
t e hooting will be- over, and much of American expeditionary force in France
that costly material will be reduced to vast quantities of unused material which
had cost many million dollars to produce.
scrap.
General Dawes, afterward vice president,
* * *
was in charge of that material. He sold
WE MAY BE APPALLED AT THE it to the French government for an insigthought of such waste, but there is no nificant fraction of its cost. He was called
help for it. The ~ar will not dwin.dle before a senate committee to explain how
away to the vanishing point, permitting and why he had come practically to give
the ..yictorious Allies to know that it will away so much valuable American materdi a natural death by the first of som ial. It was then that he delivered himself
of his famous "Hell-an'-Maria" expletive.
He told the committee what was obviously true-that the material was of no use
to the United States where it was; that
to assemble it, load it, and transport it
across the ocean would be immensely
costly; and that on its arrival on this side
~t would be just so much junk. Referring
to the price paid by France he said: "I
was ashamed to take the money." ·

* *

*

*

1

*

*

*

AFTER THE WAR WE SHALL SEE A
lot of once valuable property junked.
There will be some salvage, of course.
But the apparent waste involved. in t~e
scrapping of much of that material will
mean that in putting ·it together we
brought the war to a climax and won it,
·whereas, if we had been less vigorous and
forceful and had tried to save our pennies we should have prolonged the war
and mad it more costly than it was.

{
accustomed place. Amid all this the 1
By W. P. Davies
people were ordered to hold celebra- {
IN 1937 THERE WAS PUBLISHED A tions and , participate in demonstrations
;ook entitled "Bread and Wine," by in honor of the great leader who was
Ignazio Silone, an Italian writer of dis- doing such wonders for them .
.t·inction. Placing his fictional charac*
* *
ters in a setting of reality the writer preTHE WRITER DEPICTS IN A RE·
sented a picture of life among the vil- markable manner the attitude of the
iagers and peasantry of a section of humble peasantry through all the regiItaly, a life with which he was intimate- mentation to which they were subjected.
ly acquainted. Hitler had not yet launch- They were not interested in national
ed his war conquest, and at that time glory. They had no quarrel with any
Mussolini was the chief figure in the of their · neighqors and felt no urge to
field of aggression. .With the blaring fight. They wished to live their own
of trumpets and the beating of drums lives in peace and quietness, to till their
he had launched his attack on Ethiopia. fields, tend their vineyards, carry on
He had promised the Italian people the their small arts and crafts and be let (
restoration of the great Roman empire alone. They wished for "bread and wine"
with all its glories.
in abundance, and their ambition did not _
go far beyond that.
*
*
THE ITALIAN PEASANTRY WERE
* * *
not greatly impressed. If Mussolini
THE WHOLLY OR ALMOST
wished to revive the Roman empire they wholly illiterate peasantry described in
had no objections, and at first they the book constitute a considerable part
found a certain satisfaction in the- ·pros- of the Italian population. Just now our
pects of benefits which were to come men are coming in contact with them
1o them through extension of the im- in Sicily, and they are welcoming the
perial power. But the war in Ethiopia Allied forces as liberators from a burhad dragged, and while the people were densome yoke instead of trying to retold of glorious victories won, the fruits pel them as invaders. They see in the
of those victories still seemed a long arrival of those forces the prospective
way off. Their young men had been restoration of conditions under which
drafted for military service, and in vari- they were once happy. They are again,
ous ways it became known that instead they hope, to enjoy, their "bread and
of being sent to Ethiopia to take posses- wine'' in peace and security.
siqn of the alleged riches of that country
*
* *
many of them were being sent to Spain
THE PHRASE WHICH THE AUTHOR
tp fight in a war whose merits they did uses as the title of his book represents
not understand, and -in which they had something more than the desire of a
not the slightest initerest.
humble people for creature comforts. It
represents
that, of course, but it repre* * *
THE HAND OF THE . DUCE BORE sents also the unconscious longing of
heavily on them. Taxes had been piled those people for conditions under which
on taxes, food was scarce and growing alone creature comforts can be enjoyed,
scarcer, prices of the barest necessaties freedom of movement, freedom of exhad increased many fold, and men and pression, freedom of thought, freedom
women had been forced from their or- from dictation, freedom to live one's
dinary occupations into activities which life and . perform his own work in his
yielded them little comfort. Lives of the own orderly way. And when the basic
humble and mostly illiterate., folk were principles which underly the life of the
surrounded with restrictions and com- humblest Italian peasantry are intel·
pulsions and spies were everywhere, pry.. ligently applied to those of more advancing into the acts, the conversations and ed culture and broader outlook it will
even the thoughts of the people, and even be found that there is a universal longa slip of the tongue might result in the ing for "bread and wine" in the sense
sudden and perhaps permanent disap- in which those words are used by the
pearance of the unfortunate from his clear-thinking Italian author.

*'

By

W. P. Davies

yond him, however, and he refused to
try them.

ONE OF THE ARTICLES IN THE
North Dakota Historical quarterly, just
received, gives an account of Audubon's
journey up the Missouri in 1843, just 100
years ago, compiled from journals and
other documents by A. 0. Stevens. Ordinarily we think of Audubon as a painter of
birds. He was just that, but in order to
paint his pictures of birds he had to find
the birds, and that task took him far
afield into territory much of which was
entirely new to white men. Hence, while
his search was for birds, mammals and
plants, it made him an explorer of unusual character.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*· *

*

NEAR THE MOUTH OF THE LITTLE
Missouri Audubon was disgusted to see
Indians eating raw buffalo stomach.
However, his scientific curiosity overcame his repugnance and he had a piece
cleaned for trial. H~ wrote "to my utter
astonishment it tasted very good, but
the idea was repulsive to me." Other ·
delicacies liked by the Indians were be-

*

*

*

*

*

IN ONE OF HIS NOTES HE MENtions the great quantities of "lamb's quarters'' found in a particular area. He mentions the fact that this ·plant would serve
as an excellent substitute for spinach and
expresses surprise that it was not more ,
generally used. Presumably that plant
was the one now often known by the
same name, otherwise known as pigweed.
It has been long used for "greens" and
those who know its flavor will agree with
Audubon that it makes excellent eating
when properly prepar~d.

AUDUBON'S JOURNEY UP THE
Missouri was made by steamer and at
that :time the river was navigated by
many steam craft and eaeh journey was a
series of real adventures, for the river
, was constantly changing its course and
: the pilot had to deal with rapids and shal·
lows which had been created since his
last trip. Wood, of course, was used for
fuel and there were frequent stops to
replenish the supply. Sometimes the task
of getting the fuel aboard was difficult
bee~ use of cross currents and tricky land·
ings.
THROUGHOUT HIS LIFE AUDUbon's chief interest was in birds, but he
was interested also in other creatures of
the wilderness. He made an intensive
study of the pocket gopher, specimens
of which he found in abundance. At one
point on the journey north the party
found both banks of the river lined with
buffalo and many of the calves had been
, drowned in the ·attempt to cross the
stream. The temptation to kill needlessly
was strong with game so abundant, but
Audubon was opposed to the waste even
of wild life. He urged his companions to
kill no more animals than were needed
for food or for addition to the specimens
which he was collecting for scientific
purposes. His insistence on this had some
effect and on one occasion it is noted that
a hunting party had gone out after buf.
ialo with instruction to kill three cows
"and no more." On one occasion when a
bird had been shot for mounting it fell
into a stream and was carried away. Al·
though there were plenty more such
birds, Audubon expressed regret that
even that one had been killed fruitlessly.

*

AUDUBON'S BIRD P1CTURES HA VE 1
been published in elaborate volumes and
the collection is undoubtedly the greatest
ever-prepared by any artist. The pictures
however, are not of birds alone. Each
bird, painted in natural colors, is shown
in an environment such as would sur•
round it in its lifetime. There are shown
birds surrounded by plants, flowers and
other vegetation, and the painter was as t
meticulous in truthful depiction of those
plants as he was of the birds seen among
them.

* * *

AUDUBON PAINTED MANY PICtures of animals found on that Missouri
trip, ranging from the buffalo and the .
grizzly bear to gophers and mice, but
his popular reputation rests on his brilliant and unmatched portraits of birds.

*

*

*

ANOTHER ARTICLE IN THE QUARterly is a continuation of the diary of
Ferdinand A. Van Ostrand, giving an ac·
count of a journey up the Missouri in
1871-72. River traffic had then developed
greatly and mention is made of the numerous steamers going up or down the
river, carrying goods for trade with the
Indians one way and bringing cargoes of
valuable furs on the return trip. · The
diary presents an interesting picture of
the Missouri country years after the pio·
neer explorers had done the major part of
their work and when the Missouri country was about to ente:r upon a new stage
of its existence.
1
- - - - - - - - ~ ~ ~ -
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SOME LITTLE TIME AG(} THERE
was published in the Herald a series of
articles relating to the developme~t ~f
tadar the device by means of which 1t
Ss po;sible to detect ·at great distances the
presence of planes or ships though they
;m.ay be quite invisible, and of the part
played in that development by Dr. A. H.
~aylor, former head of. the physics department at the University of N~r.th ~akota. I was reminded of an amus~ng incident in which Dr. , Taylor had h1~ gun
confiscated by the then park supermten·
dent because he had unlawfully and unwittingly carried it on park property. I
told the story as I recalled it. I have _a
pleasant note from Dr. Taylor, who 1s
serving in the Naval Research ~aborato~y
in Washington, where he is chief phy~1~ist arid superintendent of the radio d1v1•
aion. Dr. Taylor writes:

*

*

*

mer w~r Dr. Taylor has been engaged in t
research work for the .navy. Development
of radar is one of the accomplishments
for which he is chiefly responsible~ He has
to his credit other important discoveries,
and it will not be at all surprising to
learn one ,of these days that from his
research there has been brought . into
service some other device as important
in its own way as radar is in dealing !
with enemy planes and ships.
l

''SOMEONE HAS SENT ME ~ COPY
of your column in the Herald under the
title "That Reminds Me." You pr~babl~
,·, wonder if I remember the incident
which you describe in the column. I cer·
tainly do, but I don't remember it exactly as you quote it. Actually, .the weap·
on you mention was a 38 cal. automatic
pistol and the target was a squirrel which
I had just shot through the head when
Van· Deusen quietly came through the
soft snow before me and directed a gun
at me. He stated that any man who could
·k nock the head off a squirrel a 20 yards
was too dangerous to meet and take the
risk of not getting the drop on him. Van .
Deusen and I became very good friends.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

FEW IMPORTANT INVENTIONS
are to be attributed exclusively to one
man. Dr. Taylor did not produce radar
out of a clear sky. For years he had been
an earnest student of physical phenomena and he has thoroughly familiar
with the work of the scientists who had
preceeded him. Proceeding from fac~s
they had established he made discoveries
of his own which extended the radius
of human knowledge and thus new possibilities were opened up.
THE INVENTION OF THE STEAM
engine is .popularly ascribed to ·James
Watt. It is quite true that it was Watt's
genius that gave to the world a practical
method of applying the expansive force
of steam, but for centuries scientists had
been aware of that expansive force and
there had been invented innumerable
steam engines that would run. Watt
studied what had already been learned,
added something to it and developed an
engine which would not only run but
would also operate economically, and !
thus the output of human labor was mul- t
ti plied many fold.

*

*

*

*

*

*

SO IT WAS WITH FULTON AND
the steamboat, Bell and the telephone and
the Wrights with the airplane. One of the
near approaches to important invention
from scratch was made by Cyrus McCormick when he invented the grain harvester, but even McCormick had predecessors.

V ~..,.re

Of course, the rank and file of the Republican party will not take seriously the
resolution adopted at a meeting of the
Republican national revival committee,
indorsing ,Col. Robert R. McCormick as
the presidential candidate to oppose Wendell Willkie in 1944.-Indianola (Ia) Tribune.

"I HAVE GOTTEN A GREAT DEAL
amusement out of, recollections
brought back to me by your little article
and take this opportunity of wishing you
the best of everything that one can get
in this troubled world today."

of

I CHEERFULLY ACCEPT DR. TAY]or's correction and I can appreciate Van
Dusen's prudence iri taking no · chances
with a man who had exhibited that kind
of marksmanship. Since entering the
service of the government during the for-

